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1. INIRODUCTION

1. I BACKG?.OUND

There has been a significant effort to develop high specific impulse
propellants for extending the range and payload capacity of upper stage
ballistic missiles. A common problem encountered in these efforts
centered upon the achievement and demonstration of an acceptable service
life capability so to minimize forecast replacement requirements. Events
showed that significantly higher performance generally produced a storage
life penalty, even for controlled environment silo-stored missiles, that
forfeited the potential economic gain, and even more severe limitations
exist for projected future air borne systems.

A specific approach which was pursued vigorously was the attempted
development and demonstration of an AlIH3/TVOPA propellant. These
efforts received impetus once it was demonstrated that an internal gassing
problem, associated wit! the use of aluminum hyd-ide as a propellant fuel
additive, could be overcome by incorporation of hydrogen gas scavengers.
It, thereby, became the purpose of this program to provide an in-depth
analysis of the aging life of a properly stabilized AlH3,/TVOPA propellant
to determine this system's applicability in silo stored ballistic missiles.

More recently there was progress made in developing an alternative
high performance propellant based upon ihe use of a fluorine binder
polymer, PCDE. Range calculations showed that this latter system,
which used aluminum instead of aluminum hydride as the solid fuel addi-
tive, would be superior to the AIH3/TVOPA system in performance;
moreover, the PCDE based propellants carried promise of better elevated
temperature stability than the AIH3/TVOPA systeras to render the PCDE
propellants potentially applicable in air-mobile ballistic missiles. As a
result, program emphasis shifted toward these PCDE based propellants
as representative samples became available for analysis under a propellant
developmrnt and optimization contract conducted by Aerojet.

Consideration of air-mobility in future generations ballistic missiles
stresses another facet of the problem. With silo stored missiles degra-
dation in solid rocket motor performance results largely as a result of
chemical aging processes operating within bond structures and propellant
grams ultimately to the point where the motor can no longer be expected
to function properly. With air mobile systems that may become subjected
to temperature cycling, g-forces and vibration there is expected to result
fatigue damage which even in the absence of chemical aging may produce
fa ilure.

Fatigue failure in propellants induced by the temperature cycling of
motors has been the subject of numerous investigations, and though there

-7-
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has been considerable progress in describing this failure mode mathemati-
cally, there persists the problem of forecasting the effects of chemical
aging upon fatigue life. Therefore, efforts were to be made under this
program to refine analysis and test methodology to allow service life
forecasts to be made accounting for the combined effects of thermally
induced chemical aging and strain induced fatigue.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

Propellants containing aluminum hydride as a fuel additive are prone
to failure by internal gas generation causing the grains to develop voids
or cracks. This problem can be alleviated or overcome by adding small
quantities of a gas scavenger. With AIH3/TVOPA propellants there is the.
additional problem of TVOPA thermal stability and compatibility with other
ingredients, including the gas scavenger system. This program was to
produce an unequivocal assessment o! the aging life of AlH3/TVOPA pro-
pellant3 to resolve the question whether this type of propellant can be used
in silo stored ballistic missile motors.

Laboratory studies have shown that PCDE, an energetic fluorine
binder prepolymer, if prepared in a suitably pure form is. quite stable
thermally, and that the material if properly formulated into a high solids
propellant affords good propellant processibility, acceptable mechanical
properties and high density specific impulse. Based upon these findings
the Air Force contracted with the Shell Development Company to engage
in the scale-up of this material, and with Aerojet General to develop,
optimize and scale high performance PCDE propellants. Samples of the
propellants developed by Aerojet were to be made available to this program
for determining aging and fatigue life capability.

1.3 SCOPE

The aging life of a ballistically optimized and scavenger stabilized
A1H 3/TVOPA propellant was to be determined by conducting a 12-month
surveillance program at temperatures ranging from 20 to 50 0 C, and using
elliptical tube surveillance specimens to simulate the gas diffusion path of
larger grains. Analytical and mechanical tests were to be performed to
quantify the aging process, and to allow the quick-time (test) data to be
extrapolated to real-time (silo) storage conditions.

-8-
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The predictive models to be used were those developed under a
preceding contract. These models were to be refined to account for the
fatigue effect associated with the long term storage of prope!lants under
increasing internal gas pressure.

To assess the aging and fatigue life of PCDE propellants, the propellants
were to be stored at temperatures ranging from 20 to 600C for periodic
chemical analysis, X-ray inspection and constant-load fatigue (creep-failure)
testing. The test data were to be interpreted in terms of Weibull statistics
leaning upon prior work done by Halpin at the Air Force Materials Labora-
tory in defining the service life capability of advanced structural composites
in advanced aircraft application.

To implement and test the applicability of this approach with propellants,
the initial testing was to be conducted with AIH3/TVOPA and a model PCDE
propellant. The test and analysis procedures were then to be used on
ballistically optimized propellant samples to be supplied by Aer.jet General.

(The reverse is blank)
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2. SUMMARY

2.1 ALUMINUM HYDRIDE PROPELLANTS

An aluminum hydride propellant, that duplicated the Hercules VKW
propellant except for addition of various gas scavengers, was processed
into cylindrical and elliptical tube specimens for controlled environment
storage at 20, 30, 40 and 50 0 C. The samples were monitored by periodic
X-ray analysis to determine the onset of crack formation and samples of
propellant cut from the center sections of the tubes were used to determine
mechanical properties degradation as a function of aging time and temper-
ature. Concurrently samples of the propellants with varying added gas
scavengers were stored in sealed glass ampules for determining off-gas
composition and generation rates.

The results of this investigation have been reported in detail in the
technical reports issued under this contract; they can be summarized as
follows:

(1) The estimated shelflife of a properly stabilized VKW-type alumishm
hydride propellant is in excess of 3 years under 20 0 C storage, "but
decreases significantly at storage temperatures in excess of 20
to 300C.

(2) The catalytic gas scavengers are effective in preventing hydrogen
gas pressure build-up, and the scavenger activity is retained
after l/z years storage of the propellants at 20 to 30 0 C.

(3) With gas scavenger containing propellant failure, notably at
elevated temperatures is caused by binder degradation-to result
in the generation of gases other than hydrogen accompanied by
binder softening; the catalytic scavengers promote this degrada-
tion at temperatures in excess of 20 to 30 0 C.

(4) There is significant batch-to-batch variability even while carefully
controlling material, formulation and processing variables. This
is attributed to differences in the degree of particle surface attrition
during mixing, and it poses a very difficult problem in propellant
quality control.

It is the last mentioned problem that would cause prohibitive problems in
motor manufacture. Even though careful adjustment of the formulation,
nri, ably with regard to curative system and gas scavengers, may be expected
to .-ffordl 20 to 300 C age lifes in excess of 5 years, there would presently

- 1 1-
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not exist the analytical means for controlling critical material and processing

variables to assure motor-to-motor equivalence in age life capability.
Analytical data, identifying an inadequate propellant batch, would not become
available until months after the facts. Recognition of this problem, and
failure of range calculations to evidence more significant potential gains,
caused further work with this propellant to be curtailed.

Z.2 PCDE PROPELLANTS

The program evaluated two PODE propellants, namely a model PCDE
propellant processed at LPC using di-n-butylphthalate -: a chemically
inert plasticizer, and a ballistically optimized PCDE propellant processed 4'
at Aerojet using a nitrate ester plasticizer. The two propellants differed
further in the source of the PCDE prepolymer. The propellant processed
at LPC used PCDE prepared by the Shell Development Company, while
the Aerojet propellant was processed with PCDE manufactured by Hercules
Inc.

2.2.1 Model PCDE Propellant

Tilis propellant was processed in a 1-gallon Baker Perkin mixer and
vacuum cast into elliptical tubes of varying length for storage at 40 and 60 0 C.
The specimens were monitored by periodic X-ray analysis, and aging induced
changes in mechanical properties were determined using uniaxial tensile and
constant-load creep failure tests. Gassing rates and off-gas compositions
were determined using both neat PCDE polymer and propellant stored in
sealed glass ampules. The results can be summarized as follows:

(a) The X-ray analyses showed no gross failures after 180 days
storage at 40 and 60 0 C, nor was there any noticeable deformation
of the elliptical tubes to suggest internal gas pressure.

(b) Off-gas evolution, though noticeable initially, decreased markedly
with storage time to suggest a residual impurity as the gas source.

(c) The uniaxial and the constant-load creep failure tests show a
distinct reversal in trend, an initial 100-120 day period wherein
the propellant undergoes softening being followed by renewed
hardening. The data are indicative of a secondary cure process
that may be peculiar to the PCDE polymer structure.

1._ -
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2.2.2 Ballistically Optimized PCDE Propellant

This propellant was received from Acrojet in the form of blocks and
elliptical surveillance specimens. These were stored at 30, 40 and 500C,
and monitored using the same techniques as described for the model pro-
pellant. The results showed significant differences between these two
propellants:

(a) Monitoring the elliptical tube specimens by periodic X-ray
analysis showed gross failure by cracking within relatively short
storage periods even at 300C.

(b) Off-gas generation rates were comparable to the rates observed
with the model propellant relying upon Arrhenius extrapolations
for comparing the two sets of data. This implies that the early
failures were not caused by a severe incompatibility problem.

(c) In contrast with the model PCDE propellant, there was a significant
difference between the uniaxial tensile and the constant-load creep
failure test data. Storing the propellant at 30 and 400C had no
significant effect upon uniaxial tensile properties, while the constant -
load creep failure tests showed distinct softening at 300C, and
softening with a reversal to renewed hardening at 400C.

The observation that aging at 30 and 400C caused the constant-load
creep-failure data to change significantly while the constant strain rate
tensile data remained unchanged leads one to believe that this propellant
had undergone limited crosslinking only; this could cause it to fail by
plastic flow even under low internal gas pressure.

Since different lots of PCDE were used in processing the two propellants,
it cannot be stated if any deficiency in cure may be attributable to either a
formulation, processing or prepolymer deficiency('). Whatever the reason,
the results obtained with the ballistically optimized propellant are not neces-
sarily to be considered indicative of the potential of PCDE as propellant
binder polymer.

2.2.3 PCDE Propellants, General

Considering both sets of data one can state the following conclusions:

(a) The PCDE polymer appears to have good thermal stability, but
as presently produced contains a structural impurity that decomposes,
even at 300C, with formation of gas. Preconditioning the polymer
. 50 to 60(C might neutralize this impurity.

Upon processing nitrate ester plasticed PCDE propellants under an
,:arti.r program LPC also experienced difficulties in attaining a
sat is:tctory degree of cure.
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(b) The cured polymer undergoes network degradation during initial
storage at 30 to 60 0 C as evidenced by softening of the propellants.
This degradation occurs concurrently with the gas evolution, and
the same structural impurity might be responsible for both effects.

(c) After an initial storage at temperatures in excess of 30 0 C a secondary
cure or crosslink pro'ess enters into play to reverse the softening'
process, and to cause hardening of the propellant. This process
does not seem to represent a normal post-cure reaction involving
the curative; instead, it may reflect a pecularity of the basic
structure of this polymer. Longer surveillance periods are needed,
however, to determine whether this hardening process plateaus,
or whether it continutas to pose a significant problem.

2.3 TEST METHODS DEVELOPMENT

It was the further purpose of this program to implement and test two
statistical cumulative damage analysis approaches for the purpose of defining
the effects of chemical aging upon the distribution of failures under given
temperature and load conditions. These two approaches were Halpin's
Statistical Cumulative Damage approach as applied to the analysis and inter-
pretation of constant-load creep failure test data, and Kaelble's analysis
of constant strain rate tensile data.

2.3.1 Halpin's Statistical Cumulative Damage Approach

Halpin showed that the constant-load creep failure characteristics of rubbers
or structural composites can be defined by a two parameter Weibull survival
probability function. Data produced under this program, and under parallel
programs applying this concept with conventional CTPB and HTPB propellants,
showed that chemical aging produces a non-linear damage effect. To define
this effect it is necessary to use an expanded Weibull expression, and the
report elaborates upon this modification for analyzing and interpreting
constant.-load creep failure data with AIH 3 and PCDE propellants undergoing
thermal aging.

2.1.2 Kaelble's Kinetic Analysis of Constant Strain Rate Tensile Data

Kafi)le, working with Kraton triblock copolymers, showed that the
constart-load survival probability function can be derived from constant

+r:,iin at, tensile data. This program tested this approach with AlH 3 and
P(7)F )rope!-llants, and it was found that Kaelble's analysis of the constant
strain :at(. tensile data provides a valuable diagnostic tool for interpreting

1 I4 -
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propellant mechanical properties in terms of the governing physico-
chemical properties of the binder, and that it provides an expedient for
determining the parameters of the load-time and temperature-time shift
factors. Further methods development appears necessary, however, to A
enable this approach to be relied upon for predicting the effects of chemical
aging upon constant-load creep failure distributions. In its present state of
development, Kaelble's kinetic analysis of constant strain rate tensile data
complements, but does not substitute for the Halpin approach. :

--

7 1
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3. TECHNICAL EFFORT

3.1 PROCEDURES

3.1.1 Propellant Processing

Propellants were prepared as part of this program in either a 150 cc
conical ARC or a 1-gallon Baker Perkins mixer, both equipped for bottom
discharge and operated under -30OF dew point atmospheric environment.
Where multiple mixes were needed for preparing the necessary number of
test specimens, considerable care was taken to duplicate processing and
cure cycles.

3.1.2 Propellant Surveillance

The propellants studied under this program tend to undergo thermal
degradation accompanied by gas evolution. 'This may cause internal pres-
surization and failure by gas void or crack formation. The rate of pressuri-
zation is dependent upon gas generation and diffusion rates, the latter being
dependent upon specimen size and geometry. As a result, a small test
specimen may equilibrate at a relatively low internal gas pressure while a
large grain would suffer a significantly higher internal pressure build-up to
fail within a correspondingly shorter time period. A realistic surveillance
program would therefore necessitate relatively large test specimens with
associated large propellant quantity requirements. To circumvent this
problem the program relied upon the use of elliptical tube specimens, a
method introduced by Rohm and Haas (Ref 3-1) as a means of simulating
large diffusional paths with small laboratory test specimens.

For surveillance purposes the specimens were packaged in polyethylene
bags under very low humidity environment and stored at the appropriate tem-
peratures. Internal gas pressure build-up was detected by a change in cir-
cumference of the elliptical tubes, while periodic inspection by X-ray was
used tc determine the onset of void or crack formation. For determining
changes in the mechanical properties propellant was cut from the center
sections of the tubes. A more limited number of cylindrical blocks of
varying dimensions were carried through surveillance and tested in parallel
for verification.

For determining gas generation rates and off-gas compositions, 1- to
5-gram quantities of the propellants were sealed into glass ampules using
argon as the fill gas.

The conditioning chambers generally were controlled within ±l 0 C and
rronitored remotely to guard against temperature excursions.

_17-
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3.1.3 Off-Gas Analyses

For determining gas generation rates and off-gas composition ampules
were periodically withdrawn from surveillance and crushed in a volume
calibrated gas sampler. Measured volumes of the gas were then analyzed
by gas chromatography or mass spectrometry. This procedure afforded
high accuracy for the non-condensible gases (N,, CO 2, CO, H2 , N 2 0, CXHV)
but qualitative data only for the more readily condensible species (HCN, HF,
H 20).

For shorter term gas evolution measurements mercury-type manom-
eters were used.

3.1.4 Mechanical Properties Testing

Uniaxial Tensile Testing. Propellant cut from the center sections of
the elliptical tubes was microtomed to prepare mini-thin tensile specimens
which were end-bonded to wooden tabs. The testing was done over a broad
range of temperatures and strain rates to provide the data basis for the
kinetic analysis, to be discussed in Subsection 3.1.5, and to be elaborated
on further in Appendix A.

Creep-Failure Testing. The creep-failure (constant-load fatigue) test
was used for determining the distribution of failures under given temperature
and load conditions. For this purpose the mini-thin tensile specimens, in
groups of 20 to 40, were mounted on a rack inside a dry box and loaded to
the appropriate weight level. An optical system was used to monitor and
record the failure events. Halpin's statistical cumulative damage approach
(Ref 3-2) was used to analyze and interpret the results, this approach is
outlined below and is further elaborated upon in Appendix A.

A
3.1.5 Statistical Analyses

Two procedures were used for the statistical analysis of the data and
for providing an assessment of service life capabi)ity in terms of predicted
failure distributions; namely Halpin's treatment of creep test data and
Kaelble's treatment of constant strain rate tensile test data, These two
data treatments are complimentary.

Halpin's Analysis of Creep-Test Data. Halpin showed that the distribu-
tion of failures of elastomers or structural compos_':.. under constant-load-
to-failure conditions can be defined by a Weibul survival probability function
(Equation 1)

N(t)/N o  exp - (kt)n  (1)

-18-
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where N(t) is the number fraction of the total number (NO) of test specimens
remaining intact at time t, k a scale parameter, and n a shape parameter.
Equation I can be rearranged to Equation 2,

log (-log(N(t)/No)) = n log t + n log k - 0.362 (2)

and plotting the data in accordance with this equation enables one to deter-
mine the numerical values for k (scale parameter) and n (shape parameter)
by determining slope and intersect (Figure 3-1).

Equation I is based upon the concept that all elastomers or composites
contain an infinite number of microscopic or sub-microscopic flaws that
upon L ubjecting the sample to stress will grow, first at a relatively constant
linear rate until some flaws reach critical dimensions; at this point the
growth rate increases exponentially to produce failure. Equation I thereby
states the probability of any one of this large number of flaws to reach
critical dimensions at a given linear flaw growth rate, k. The shape param-
eter, n, reflects the dimensionality of the internal stress field and flaw size
distribution.

In order for a flaw to propagate in a viscoelastic medium, polymer
chains must be disentangled and crosslinks must be broken. As a result,
k constitutes a polymer network property that is temperature, stress and
stress rate sensitive, and Ialpin showed that this sensitivity can be
accounted for by introducing the appropriate shift factors. This results
in Equation 3

k

k - 0 (3)
a T a a C

where aT is the Williams-Landel-Ferry temperature-time shift factor, a.
is the Halpin-Bueche stress-time shift factor based on Ferry's power law,
and ac is a chemical shift factor to account for variations in effective cross-
links. Halpin showed that using these shift factors the failure distribution
curves obtained under varying temperatures and loads can be shifted and
superimposed, This, in turn, provides the means for data extrapolation
from laboratory test to real life conditions, however, ignoring chemical
aging effects.

This program was to test the applicability of this statistical approach to
propellants under aging with the following general results:

(1) Equations I and 3 were found to satisfactorily describe the
distribution of failures for some of the propellants that were
tested. Notably with aged propellants, however, the distribu-
tion was multi-modal, and to account for this Equation I had
to be expanded into Equation 4:

n, n. n 3

N(t)iN° = a, exp -(kit) + a. exp -(kit) + a 3 exp -(k 3t) (4)

where the subscripts denote the individual sub-populations,
and n i the number distribution of test samples among the
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Figure 3-1 Weibull Plot, Creep-Failure Distribution
AlH3 /TVOPA Propellant (46 psia)
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sub-populations. Computerized curve-fitting was used to
determine the individual values for a i, k i and ni, and it was
generally found that the parameter varying among the sub-
populations was n rather than k.

(2) Some of the propellants were creep-failure tested at several
loads and temperatures, and it was shown that the failure dis-
tribution curves could be shifted to afford a reasonably good
data superposition (Figure 3-2). There were difficulties, however,
in determining the stress-time shift factor with sufficient
accuracy to enable reliable long-term forecasts to be made.

The Halpin-Bueche stress-time shift factor (Equation 5)
requires knowledge of the long-term stress value, cTo),

which is the limiting stress below which failure will not
occur and of the exponent, I/H. Creep failure tests with
propellants are highly stress-level

t b C Y b ( tl

tb f- t(t') - '3 ( -) l5)

sensitive, and exceeding a relatively narrow practical range
results in undesirably short average failure times, or in
unduly long exposure of the test specimens to atmospheric
environment. Alternatively, the information necessary for
deriving the stress-time shift factor can be obtained by the
kinetic analysis of the constant strain-rate tensile test data;
this procedure requires various corrections to be made, and
it is not fully satisfactory either.

Chemical aging generally was found to cause both k and n to
increase, and there is indication that it also causes the value
for a C.) to change. This renders the prediction of the effects
of chemical aging upon projected real-life failure distribution
a more difficult task than was suggested by Halpin, and related
matters will be discussed in more detail in later sections.

(3) Another difficulty arose in selecting the reference conditions
for normalizing the scale parameter in accordance with Equa-

tion 3. Largely because of differences in the long-term stress
values (u(,)) it may not be practical to test different propellants
at the same stress level, and the selection of some arbitrarily
chosen reference conditions becomes necessary. There was
some incentive to define k. as the rate that would cause 50 per-
cent of the specimens to fail within a unit of time. The values

for k o meeting this requirement can be calculated by substi-
tuting log(-log 0.5) - 0.521, and n log t = 0.0 into Equation 2
to yield

log k -0.159
n
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In other words, k undei these conditions is dependent only
upon n, the propellant-to-propellant differences now residing
with o(.)and Gb(l.0), the latter being the lead required to
cause 50 percent of the specimens to fail within a unit of time
at a given temperature. This reduces the expression for the
stress-time shift factor (Equation 5) to Equation 6

t ba = -- =constant ( ~ ) -Cb ) ] (6)

It implies that the constant-load fatigue behavior of a propel-~lant can be characterized by defining the values of n, u(,,),

- (1) , r and the values needed for deriving the temperature-
time shift factor. Experience further shows that Tj may be aSconstant, all propellants tested seemed to have ii-values

ranging around 

o.67. n0 
= 

(6)Normalizing the k-values to tb 1
shift factor, and comparing the thus l erived value with the
theoretical value (log k o = - u. 159/n) provides a test of the
accuracy of the data extrapolation.

Kinetic Analysis of Constant Strain Rate Tensile Test Data. Whilestudying the mechanical properties of Kraton triblock copolymers, Kaelble

(Ref 3-3) showed that the information necessary for defining failure distri-
butions under constant load can be derived from constant strain rate uniaxial
tensile data. This provides an expedient for producing information, for
example, to derive the temperature-time and stress-time shift factors, that
otherwise would require excessive test time requirements. In addition,
Kaelble's kinetic analysis of the constant strain rate tensile data affords a
more detailed description of the failure process to aid in the interpretation
of mechanical test data in terms of the controlling physico-chemical param-
eters. For these reasons this approach was implemented under this pro-
gram in parallel with the Halpin approach.

The following outlines Kaelble's approach, and modifications introduced
while implementing this approach with propellants:

The stress response of an ideal rubber is described by Equation 7 where

E (t)
a m (7)

1 - 2

Em(t) is the time dependent network modulus, and Xr the ultimate extensi-
bility (% = e 1 1), the latter being a function of the number average bonds
between effective crosslinks.

If an elastomer sustains damage as it is being strained, the stress
response falls below the values predicted by Equation 7, and Kaelble intro-
duced a damage function, B(c, t) to account for this deviation (Figure 3-3).
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This results in Equation 8 that describes the experimentally recorded
stress-strain curve:

Em(t)
1 C BC (, t) (8)

The damage fun . )n, B :c, t), which can be derived by computer analysis
of a k2 versus c/o plot of the test data can be equated to the Halpin survival
probability fun-:.on (Equatiol 1) by introducing an appropriate strain rate
shift factor (E'uatin .i

B(e t) = exp - jt) (9)

Upon applying this analysis method to propellant constant-strain rate
tensile test data one commonly observes a two-step failure process charac-
terized by two damage functions (Figure 3-4). The first damage function,
B , describes the initial stress relaxation process attributable to cavitation.
With propellants this process starts at very low strain levels implying irre-
versible damage to occur almost immediately upon straining. The second
process, described by the damage function B,, reflects the flaw or crack
growth process that ultimately lead to failure, and it is found that the
constant-load creep failure distribution can be defined by substituting the
values '-,r B 2 into Equation 9.

Critical to this analysis is the definition of the point on the XZ versus
e/a data plots that signifies the onset of the flaw growth or tear process.
This point represents the critical stress, acr, with B- 0 and Bz= 1.0 unless
there is overlap between the two failure processes. The critical stress
decreases with decreasing strain rate, and graphic extrapolation of 0 cr
values determined over a wide range of temperatures and strain rates
enables the asymptotic value to be determined; this value represents the
long-term stress, O(j) which appears in Equation 5 defining the stress-time
shift factor.

The general experience in .pplying this analysis technique with propel-
lants can be summarized as follows:

(1) With .aged propellants the failure initiating cavitation step
generally is clearly discernible, However, there can be some
overlap between this step and the subsequent f.1:vv growth step
to prompt difficulties in defining the correct values for acr.
This translates into errors in determining a and the Halpin
scale parameter k.

(2' With the aged propellants the cavitation step may no longer be
observed implying that chemical aging caused degradation of the
binder-filler bond to eliminate the reenforcing action of the filler.
This is commonly paralleled by an increase in the values of n in
the Halpin constant-load distribution function.
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(3) By its ability to differentiate between the two failure processes,
the kinetic analysis of constant strain rate tensile data rationalizes
the dependency of propellant mechanical properties upon controlling
compositional and structural features. Specifically, it enables
differentiation between properties and aging effects attributable to
binder-filler interaction as opposed to properties and aging effects
more intimately associated with polymer network structure and
degradation.

3.2 RESULTS

3.2.1 Aluminum Hydride/TVOPA Propellants

Aluminum hydride upon storage undergoes slow degradation with genera-
tion of hydrogen gas. Though decomposition rates at 20 0C are minor, they
are nevertheless sufficient to cause a gas cracking problem if the material
is used as a solid propellant fuel additive. Hydrogen gas generation also
occurs as a result of interaction with moisture and reactive propellant ingre-
dients notably during mixing where surface shear abrasion counteracts sur-face pas sivation.

The problem was analyzed in-depth under Contract F04611-69-C-0038,
and it was found that even allowing for further improvements in material
stability propellants with a minimum 5 years 20°C aging life could not be I
produced unless means were found to scavenge the small, but significant
quantity of hydrogen gas being generated within the grains. This led to the

evaluation and demonstration of a catalytic principle that consumed the
internally generated gas by a hydrogenation process. ]

In a model propellant, using a di-n-butyl phthalate plasticized polyester
binder, this catalytic scavenger totally suppressed internal hydrogen gas
pressure build-up even upon prolonged storage at elevated temperature.
This program was to apply this principle with a ballistically optiriized AlH 3 / I
TVOPA propellant, and it was to demonstrate that such a propellant, if pro-
perly stabilized, would have a 20 0C aging life in excess of 5 years. This was
to be accomplished by conducting a I-year surveillance program and pro-
viding the analytical data needed for the time-extrapolation of the data.

The results of this investigation have been summarized in detail in
technical interims reports issued under this contract (Ref 3-4), and except1
for a brief summary of the surveillance and analytical test data this reportwill elaborate only upon a matter of more general interest, namely the I

fatigue effect associated with propellant internal gas pressurization.

The models that were established and used under the preceding programs
to predict the rate of internal gas pressurization as a function of gas generation
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rates, gas solubility and gas diffusion rates to determine the point in time
where the internal gas pressure would exceed the system's stress capability
did not account for the associated fatigue effect. Moreover, they afforded
only mean failure times which is of limited practical interest. Therefore,
to account for the fatigue efft:cts and to produce a more detailed forecast
of failure distributions this program implemented the Halpin fatigue life
analysis approach.

Propellant Surveillance. Propellant duplicating the Hercules VKW for-
mulation except for the addition of gas scavengers and variations thereof was
loaded into elliptical tube specimens of varying length for simulating different
size grains with respect to gaseous diffusion paths.

The tubes were stored at 20, 30, 40, and 50OC under dry nitrogen and
inspected periodically for changes in dimensions (circumference) and crack
development (X-ray). At intervals tuh-bs were withdrawn and cut to prepare
mini-thin tensile specimens.

The results of the surveillance are summarized in Table 3- 1. The data
show:

* The catalytic scavengers are effective in retarding internal gas
pressure build-up over prolonged time periods; some of the 30
to 40 cm tubes loaded with stabilized propellant remaining intact
after 574 days storage at 30 0C.

* The critical length is 6 to 12 cm at 40 0 C and 12 to 18 cm at 30 0 C.

* There is significant data scatter attributable to both AlH 3 lot-to-
lot and propellant batch-to-batch variations.

0 The cylinders that were placed into storage at 400C to verify
the elliptical tube failure time data(') revealed that failure upon

prolonged storage at moderate temperature occurs as a result
of binder softening. This was confirmed by testing propellant
cut from the tubes. The data showed little mechanical proper-
ties degradAtion to occur until cracks become noticeable on
X-ray; at this point there was marked softening attributable
to hydrolytic cure linkage degradation.

* At ZO0 C none of the samples failed within 594 days, and
Arrhenius type extrapolation of the 20 to 50 0 C data indicates
an average Z00 C aging life in excess of 1000 days.

Off-Gas Analyses. To determine the production rates and the compo-
sition of the off-gases, propellant representative of the various mixes was

(i) A critical factor in using elliptical tubes for propellant surveillance pur-
poses involves the maintenance of a bond between propellant and tube wall.
Debonding, opening a gas path, drastically shortens the diffusional path to
afford grossly erroneous data.
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sealed into glass ampules for storage at 20, 30, 40 and 500C and periodic
gas chromatographic analysis. The gas species that were determined were
H2, CO, CO. Nz , NO, N2 0 and h1drocarbons (C 2 H6 , C 2H4); the more highly
soluble species (HzO, HF, HCN) known to be formed but requiring more corn-
plex analysis techniques were not determined routinely. The results were
as follows:

* The gaseous products produced in largest quantity are hydrogen
and COz; the other products, formed in lesser quantities, are
CO, N2 , N2 0 and NO together with traces of hydrocarbons.

" Hydrogen Gas is generated in significant amounts by the control
propellants (no added scavenger) with significant batch-to-batch
variations notably during the initial storage period. Typical
values after 160 days storage are:

2.3 to 3.7 micromoles/gram at 200C

11 micromoles/gram at 30 0 C

13.7 to 16 micromoles/gram at 400C

28 to 30 micromoles/gram at 500C

The addition of catalytic scavenger totally suppresses hydrogen
gas evolution at 20 and 30 0 C, even after 400 days storage, with
small quantities of H, appearing at 400C after approximately
100 days implying gas generation rates in excess of scavenger
rate capacity. Hydrogenation tests confirmed that even after
prolonged propellant storage the catalyst remains active.

* Carbon Dioxide. Next to hydrogen the most significant gas
species is CO Z. Typical values after 160 days storage are:

3 to 5 micromoles/grarn at 200C

2.5 micromoles/grarn at 30 0 C

2 micromoles/grarn at 40 0 C

8.3 to 13.3 micromoles/grarn at 500C

Most of this gas, however, is generated during the initial 100
days storage period contrasting hydrogen gas evolution which
increases with time. Scavenger addition enhances C02 genera-
tior at the higher temperatures.

* Uo:. comparing the times to failure of the elliptical tube speci-
mens with the gas generation data, failure was shown to occur
after 4 to 7 micromoles CO/gram propellant hap been generated.

The data show that over a 300 to 400 day observation period the catalytic
gas scavengers are effective in preventing internal gas pressure build-up
due to hydrogen gas generation; however, the data also evidence significant
batch-to -batch variations in internal gas pressures due to other gases. As a
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result there would be significant grain-to-grain differences in internal gas
pressure to cause significant data scatter in failure distributions.

Constant-Load Fatigue Behavior. Mini-thin tensile specimens, in
groups of 20, were cut from the elliptical tubes to determine failure distri-
butions under constant load and as a function of aging time at the various
temperatures. Because of the small dimensions of the test specimens, any
internal gas pressure is lost during sample preparation, and the observed
failure distribution is strictly a function of the applied load. These tests,
however, provide the information that is needed to determine, in conjunc-
tion with gassing rate data, the effects of internal gas pressurization upon
failure distributions.

(1) Unaged Propellant Propellant stored under dry nitrogen in a
conditioning box if subjected to loads ranging from 41 to 46 psia
(temperature 20 to 50 0C) affords a unimodal distribution of
failures if the data are plotted in accordance with Equation 2.

A typical data plot is shown in Figure 3-5. Typical values for
n and k as a function of applied load and temperature for unaged
(cold stored) AIH3/TVOPA propellant are quoted in Table 3-2
and may be commented upon as follows:

" Increasing the test temperature from 30 to 50 0 C has no
effect upon the shape parameter, n. It implies that the
data can be superimposed using the WLF temperature-
time shift factor, aT. Numerical values for aT, derived
from the constant strain rate tensile tests are quoted in
Table 3- 3.

* Upon increasing the load from 41 to 46 psia the snape
parameter, n, decreases from 1.4 to 1.2, which is con-
sidered to be within experimental error. It implies that
the data can be shifted using the stress-time shift factor

(Equation 5), and both the constant load creep failure data
and the Kaelble treatment of the constant strain rate ten-
sile data were used to determine the parameters for this
shift factor. The two sets of data are summarized in
Table 3-3. They reveal a discrepancy in the values for

5 and 5 - which may be attributed to difficul-
T (1))T

ties in determining ocr using the stress-strain and deri-
vation data plots. Judging from test data with other pro-
pellants, the exponent I/H (Equation 5) appears to assume
a constant value around 2.67.

* Table 3-3 also provides a comparison of the k values
derived by extrapolation of the constant-load and constant
strain rate test data, and it quotes the theoretical values
calculated using Equation 1 (tr 1, nlogt= 0). This com-
parison shows reasonably goo- ,greement for the constant-
load data, and lesser agreem-ut for the values derived from
constant strain rate tests.
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Table 3-2

WEIBULL PARAMETERS, COLD STORED
AIH3/TVOPA PROPELLANT

Applied Load
Test 41 psia 46 psia

Temperature -t
(0c) k, min n b k, mrin n b

30 4.3 x 10 - 4  1.4 2,700 5.8 x 10 - 4  1.2 1,670
(0.988) (0.989)

50 -2.8 x 10 3  1.4 300 ----
(0.976)

( ) =Coefficient of Correlation, Linear Regression of Weibull Data Plots
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Table 3-3

SHIFT FACTORS AND NORMALIZED RATE CONSTANTS
COLD STORED AIH 3/TVOPA PROPELLANT

WLF Temperature-Time Shift Factors

0C 1 30 50 70
a (00 6.89 x 10' 6.17 x 10- 3  1.09 x 10"-T

Stress-Time Shift Factor

Values Derived From Values Derived From
Constant-Load Creep Constant Strain Rate

Tests Tensile Tests

(Tw 86
2(T 80 psia 30 psia

(1) 286 483 psia 602 psia

77 -2.66

Agreement of Extrapolated Values For ko with Theoretical Values

n 1.2 1.4 0.8

ko, Test Data Extrapolation 4.1 x 10 -  6.4 x i0-1; 5.1 x 10-1 0.12 * 0.05

ko, Theoretical 7.4 x 10-1 7.7 x I0-' 0.63

Constant-Load Creep Failure Constant
Test Strain Rate

Tensile Tests

Strain Rate Shift Factor

a= 8.97 x I0 "5 min-'
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(2) Aged Propellant. Constant-load fatigue testing of the AIH 3/
TVOPA propellant was repeated after 574 days storage at 20
and 30 0 C. The results were as follows:

0 Aging the propellant for 574 days at 20 0 C had no signifi-
cant effect upon constant-load fatigue behavior. The dis-
tribution of failures remained unimodal, and the values
of k and n remained the same within experimental error
(Table. 3-4). The data evidence that extended storage at
2000 caused neither binder degradation, as would be
reflected in an increase in k, nor void formation, as
would be reflected in an increase in n.

* Aging under 30 0 C produced a bimodal distribution of
failures, and an increase in the values for both n and k
(Table 3-4, Figure 3-6). The data imply that 30 0C aging
caused a degradation in binder properties reflecting in an
increase in k values, and the development of physical
damages (dewetting, gasing voids) reflecting in -n increase
in n values.

The data are compatible with the results of the uniaxial tensile
tests, off-gas and X-ray analyses, all indicating a high sensitivity
of the system to storage at temperatures in excess of 20 0 C. The
constant-load fatigue failure data, moreover, reveal the large
effect of this combination of reduced binder strength and increasing
defect size upon failure distributions. To further illustrate this
point, Table 3-4 quotes calculated times to failure for an initial
sample size N o = 100 under 41 psia combined (internal gas pres-
sure and thermal stress) load ac 30'C. The data show the severe
degradation of load sustaining capability of this system at storage
temperatures in excess of 20 °C.

Summary. Catalytic gas scavenger systems were shown to be effective
in suppressing internal hydrogen gas pressure build-up in AIH,/TVOPA pro -

pellants under 20 to 30 0 C storage, and the catalysts were shown to remain
active after 400 days.

The scavenger containing formulations produce small quantities of other
gaseous species, notably CO 2 , that are attributable to TVOPA decomposition
or interaction with AlH 3 or AP. The rate of generation of these gases is
negligible at Z0°C but increases rapidly with increasing temperature t.,
cause a serious shelf-life limitation at storage temperatures of 30(C and
above, Degradation of the TVOPA further produces moisture and HF to
cause degradation of the polyester binder polymer; as a result, propellant
stored at 30 0 C or higher temperatures show failures within 1 /l to 2 years as
a result of internal gas pressure and loss in binder stress capability.

A properly stabilized A1H 3/TVOPA propellant stored at temperatures of
20 0 C or below is expected to have an average shelf-life in excess of 3 years,
however, with considerable batch-to-batch variability. This variability in
part, is caused by AlH 3 surface attrition during mixing, and the problem
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increases in severity as solids loading is increased. This poses a prohibi-
tive process and quality control problem. 

A detailed assessment of A1H /TVOPA motor service life would require

the definition of motor internal stress conditions as a function of storage
temperature and time, and a definition of the rate of decreasing propellant
stress capability as a function of temperature and internal gas pressure-
induced fatigue. This is shown schematicall in Figure 3-7. The projected
distribution of failures is given by the intersect plane as schematized in
Figure 3-8. Such more detailed analyses were not performed since range
calculations showed that AlI 3 /TVOPA propellants would produce only limited
gains - )tably if weighed against anticipated problems in attaining service life
repro.i .-bility.

3.2.2 PCDE Propellants

PCDE is a binder polymer of more recent development that can be
plasticized with nitrate esters or derivatives of aliphatic nitro compounds
for use in aluminized composite propellants. These propellants afford
density specific impulse v alues that render them attractive for upper stage
ballistic missile application.

PCDE contains fluorine, and depending upon manufacturing methods,
the material may contain small, but nevertheless significant quantities of
chemically unstable or reactive impurities that may impair propellant ther-
mal stability and se-vice life. This program was to assess this situation.,
using both a model PCDE propellant and a ballistically optimized system.
The model propellant used di-n-butyl phthalate as the plasticizer to render
propellant stability and service life capability to be largely a function of
PCDE stability itself; the ballistically optimized system, contained a nitrate
ester plasticizer to cause propellant stability to become a more complex
function of materials stability and interactions.

3.2.2.1 Model PCDE Propellant

The model PCDE propellant was processed in 1-gallon Baker Perkins
mixer and vacuum cast into 30 cm length elliptical tube specimens for Etorage
at 40 and 60 0 C. The tubes were X-rayed periodically, and propellant cut
from the center section was used to determine uniaxial tensile properties
and constant-load failure distributions as a function of storage time. Off-gas
e'!utiun rates were determined with propellants and pure polymer sealed
and stored in glass ampules.

Propellant Surveillance. There were no failures as detectable by X-ray
upon storing the propellant in the form of elliptical tube specimens rot idl
days at 40 and 60(C. The results imply that even at tQUC gas geTyerat:on rates
are below the level that would cause cracking at web thicknesses below 15 cxn.

Off-Gas Analyses: PCDE Polymer. The off-gassing rates tot two lots
of PCDE polymer were determined over the 60 to 1000 C temperature range.
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The dominant species were CO 2, CO, N2 , and N2 0, besides HlO, HF, HCN,
(CH 2)x and NO. With both lots gas evolution rates decreased with time to
indicate residual impurities as the gas Qource. Gas generation data for
both the PCDE polymer and the propellant are quoted in Table 3-5. These
data, showing no gross discrepancy between polymer and propellant, suggest
that there does not exist any gross incompatibility in the propellant.

Figure 3-9 gives Arrhenius plots of the gassing data, and Table 3-6
quotes the Arrhenius parameters. The data suggest that one mechanism
may be responsible for the production of CO 2 , CO and N2 with Lot 12260-44,
while the decomposition mechanism of Lot 169 appears to be more complex.
Data scatter for the N2 production by Lot 169 prevented quotation of rate data.

Uniaxial Tensile Properties. The uniaxial tensile properties were
determined using mini-thin tensile specimens prepared under controlled
humidity environment.

The zero-time test data are presented in the form of a failure envelope
in Figure 3-10. Temperature-reduced stresses at break versus temperature-
reduced times to break are shown in Figure 3-11; the median time to break
under constant load falls on the curve for the constant strain rate data which
suggests that the stress-time shift factor should be the same for either
condition.

Tensile test data as a function of aging time at 40 and 60 0 C are shown in
Figure 3-12; there is a decrease notably in the maximum stress values
through 120 days storage, followed by a recovery. The mechanism that
could cause this recovery is not understood.

Constant- Load Fatigue (Creep-Failure) Test. Freshly processed pro-
pellant and propellant cut from the center of the tubes was used to determine
failure distributions under constant load as a function of storage time at 40
and 600C. The data, in terms of the parameters of the expanded Weibull
failure distribution function (Equation 4) are summarized in Table 3-7.
Limitations in PCDE polymer supply restricted the available number of
tubes and thereby the number of specimens that could be used to approxi-
mately 20 per test; with samples affording multi-modal distributions this
impairs the accuracy of the data. A typical Weibull plot of raw data (unaged
propellant), and of the reconstructed data using the derived values for the
sub-populations, is shown in Figure 3-13. Additional test data plots showing
the effect of 60 0 C aging upon creep failure distributions are shown in Figure
3-14. Figures 3-15 and 3-16 present plots of the parameters of the expanded
Weibull distribution as a function of aging time at 40 and 60 0C. These data,
in agreement with the uniaxial tensile test data, show a reversal in trend
after 120 days aging at either temperature.

There was not enough of the propellant available to perform additional
tests at different temperatures and loads to derive the parameters for the
shift factors.

Kinetic Analysis, Constant Strain Rate Tensile Data. Constant strain
rate tensile tests conducted with unaged model PCDE propellant over the 20
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Table 3-6

PARAMETERS OF THE ARRHENIUS RATE EQUATIONS(')

PCDE E
LOT NO. (KA)LOG A A

169 17.27 9.763 5.79 x 109

12260-44 17.05 9.555 3.59 x 109

GO
169 27.19 15.028 1.067 x 10"
12260-44 19.76 10.052 3.32 x 1010

12260-44 15.95 8.150 1.414 x 108

(a) T-i,.al rates of gas generation
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to 800" temperature range produced the data surnmarized in Table 3-8.
Using the k. value derived from these data, and the appropriate values for
the temperature-time and the stress-time shift factors to calculate the value
for the rate constant at 30 0 C, 30 psia, yields 7.9 x 10- 4 min - '. Treating the
constant-load creep failure data as a single population affords a k( 3 0 0, 30 psia)
value of 1.13 x 10- with a slope of n = 1.4. This constitutes a reasonable
agreement between the k values determined by the creep failure test, and
the k value derived by extrapolation of the constant strain-rate data.

Constant strain rate tensile tests conducted at 20(C and 0.108 min -

strain rate on model PCDI propellant aged for varying times at 40 and 60 0 C
produced the data quoted in Table 3-9. The data indicate that the critical
stress, acr, first decreases, then increases with storage time. As a result,
a new set oparameters (o(-), ao( 1 )) would need to be generated to establish
a(,. Since test data were available at one strain rate only, the values for
Yo(co) could not be determined; this, in turn, prevented the calculation of the
raite constants for comparison with the constant-load creep failure test data.

rhe high %alue for ao(j) quoted in Table 3-8 results from a break in the
data plot used for determining the exponent of the power law for the stress-
time shift factor, and from the extrapolation of the data plot beyond the break
point into a regime that has no practical significance.

The significance of these results is that chemical aging appears to affect
the parameters governing the stress-time shift factor.

Table 3-10 quotes the network moduli (Em.V Err2) and maxim,,n extensi-
bilities (kni, k m ) derived from the constant strain rate test data. Although
there is considerkb le data scatter, this tabulation nevertheless shows the
same reversal in polymer network properties as is indicated by the constant
load fatigue data plots (Figures 3-15 and 3-16). The data also indicate that
the values for acr foliow the same trend. The data suggest that the values
for k, Em 2 (network modulus) and acr may be dependent upon one common
parameter relating to polymer structure.

Sumnary. The off-gas analyses and the mechanical test data indicate
that the aging behavior of the model PCDE propellant is dominated by two
processes. During the initial 100 to 120 days aging at either 40 or 60°C,
there appears to be some polymer degradation accompanied by gassing and
resulting in softening: during this time period both the scale and the shape
parameters of the expanded Weibull creep failure distribution increase to
cause a rather drastic shift in failure distributions toward shorter times.
This may be attributed to the presence of a thermally unstable, structural
irregularity in the PCDE polymer.

After this initial aging period, characterized by gassing and softening,
tne propellant hardens as evidenced by both uniaxial tensile and creep test
data, This may be attributed to a secondary cross-link process which may
be catalyzed by some of the early products of polymer degradation. This
process could be more intimately associated with the basic structure of the
polymer as opposed to being caused by impurities.
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Because of this reversal the existing data extending only through 180
days aging are not sufficient to accurately predict long-term aging behavior.
Nevertheless, the Weibull data plots (Figures 3-15 and 3-16) suggest that the
suspected secondary crosslink process will continue to operate past the 180-
day aging period, and that it will do so even under moderate storage conditions.

The appearance of a bimodal creep failure distribution further suggests
that the model propellant was non-uniform with respect to binder composition.
This non-uniformity persisted throughout the aging period.

3.2.2.2 Ballistically Optimized PCDE Propellant

This propellant was received from Aerojet-General in the form of blocks
and 30 cm long elliptical tube specimens which were placed into storage at
30, 40, and 500C.

X-ray examination revealed failure by crack formation after 30, 60,
and 109 days at 300C (3 tubes), 22 and 30 days at 40 0 C (2 tubes), and after
15 days at 50 0 C (2 tubes). These data indicate a rather serious stability
probliii.

Off-Gas Analyses. Samples of the propellant were sealed into glass
ampules and stored at 500C for periodic off-gas analyses. The results are
plotted in Figure 3-17. The most dominant gas species (75 mole percent) is
CO, followed by N2 0, with lesser quantities of HCN, CO and H.O being gene-
rated and released into the gas phase. The gas volumes appear to be com-
patible with the PCDE polymer off-gas data quoted in Table 3-5, and they
are not indicative of any gross incompatibility problem. This appears to be
in conflict with the results of the surveillance tests.

Uniaxial Tensile Properties. The uniaxial tensile properties (Table
3- 11) reveal no gross deterioration during short-term storage at 30 and 400C.
Data scatter is attributable to defects present in some of the test specimens.

Constant- Load Fatigue (Creep Failure) Testing Propellant cut from
the center sections of the tubes was used to prepare mini-thin tensile speci-
mens for determining constant-load failure distributions. The results of
these tests, in terms of the parameters of the expanded Weibull distribution
function (Equation 4) are summarized in Table 3- 12. Raw data plots for the
400C aging series are shown in Figures 3-18, 3-19, and 3-20. Figure 3-21
gives a plot of the change in the Weibull parameters with aging time at 30
and 400C.

The data show a distinctly different aging behavior than was observed
with the model PCDE propellant (Figures 3-15 and 3-16).

The failure distributions, again, are bimodal, the two sub-populations,
however, differing more in the n values. In part this may be attributed to
defects being present in the test specimens, and it could represent an arti-
fact. Aging induced defects were particularly noticeable with the material
aged for 30 days at 40 0C, and this may account for the irregular plots for
k, (400C) and n, (400C), even though obviously defective specimens had been
discarded.

_ = _ _ _ _ =7 -
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-I Table 3-11O M

UNIAXIAL TENSILE PROPERTIES, BASICALLY OPTIMIZED
PCDE PROPELLANTka)

Aging Condition Test Stress at Strain at

Temperature Time Temperature Break, psia Break, %

Unaged (b) 20 0 C 65/69/72 12/13/16 i
350C 49/56 15/20

5000 40/41 15/16

300C 30 Day z0°C 68/76 13/'13

60 Day 200C 67/59 13/13

f 400C 22 Day 2000 68/68 13/14

30 Day 200C 68 13

(a) Strain Rate 0.108 min

(b) Excessive damage prevented testing at later times
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Figure 3-21 Ballistically Optimized PCDE Propellant, 30 0C Aging
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At 30 0 C this propellant appears to undergo post-cure during the initial
30 days stoiage which is indicated by a decrease in the rate parameters k,
and k . After 30 days the binder appears to suffer degradation to cause the
values for k to increase markedly. At 40 0 C the post-cure period w,'s too
short to be observed (first data points after 22 days storage). Beyond this
period the data grossly resemble the 400C aging data for the model propel-
lant, namely a period of binder softening to increase the k-values, followed,
in turn, by a reversal suggesting a secondary crosslink process. The stars
in Figure 3-21 denote failure by X-ray. With the exception of the 30 days at
300C failure point (1 specimen) the failures appear to fall within the periods
of increasing k-values (softening), and the data suggest that it is the combi-
nation of high initial gassing rates (Figure 3- 17) and binder softening during
this time period that renders the propellant susceptible to failure.

Figure 3-22 shows calculated failure frequencies for groups of 1000 test
specimens maintained under 23 psia, 300C after 30 days aging at 30 and 400C.
The data show that aging has a much more pronounced effect upon failure dis-
tribution than is indicated by the uniaxial tensile test data (Table 3- 11).

Kinetic Analysis of Constant Strain Rate Tensile Data. Figure 3-23
gives a plot of the temperature corrected fai'ure times under constant strain
rate and constant load. It is noted that th(' unstant-load data deviate from
the constant strain rate data, and in this regard this propellant differs from
both the model PCDE and the AlH /'TVOPA propellants. The discrepancy
persists even if the constant strain rate data are transformed into constant
load data using Equation 10, it implies that

t-(tj) - (7

the stress-time shift factors, ao . are not the same. Non-linearity also is
indicated by the change in the exponent, I, upon increasing the load from 23
psia to 30 psia in the constant load creep failure test (Table 3-12).

Table 3-13 quotes the parameters for the shift factors that were derived
from the constart strain rate tensile data, and it compares these data with
the values derived from the constant load creep failure te~ts. The data show
reasonably good agreernent with regard to ao(- ) , but poor agreement with
regard to the k-values.

Figure 3-24 shows the effect of aging at 300C upon the long-term stress,
these data are compatible with the data presented in Table 3-13 in so far as
(70(.))decreases as the k-values increase, either set of data indicating poly-
mer network degradation. There was too much data scatter to derive mean-
inglul information for the effect of 4000 aging upon oo, and the effect of
both 30 and 40(C aging upon binder network moduli.

Burn Rates. The burn rates were determined as a function of aging
time at 30'C. The data (Table 3-14) show a small decrease after 60 days
aging.
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Table 3-13

DATA COMPARISON, CONSTANT STRAIN RATE VERSUS CONSTANT
LOAD, UNAGED PROPELLANT

(a) Constant Strain Rate Data

k = 18.2±3.2 Temperature Range: Z0 - 50 0 C
0

n = 0.93:0.22 Strain Rates: 0.108 - 0.000108 miin " !

Stress-Time Shift Factor Temperature- Time Shift Factor

17.8 psia loga 16.51 (T- 268)
T 43.95 + T Z68

0 0(1) = (63,406 psia)

i =2.861

Strain Rate Shift Factor

ao 0= 1.991 x 10 - 9

(b) Constant Load Creep Failure Data

Time-to - Failure Time-to-Failure, 50% Points, Minutes
50% Point

Minutes, at Composite Sub-Population I Sub-Population 2

23.2 psia Load 930 1164 806

30 psia 85 58 133
tb (30)

a = tb(232) 0.091 0.050 0.165

00(0), psia 16.2 17.6 18.6

(c) Calculated Rate Constant, k T) Using Constant Strain Rate Data

Calculated k Values Derived From, Constant
(a Load Creep Failure Tests

23.2 psia 1,47 x 10 - 4  k i  7.6 x 10 - 4

k2 1 x 10 -3

30 psia 1,5 x 10- 1 k i  1.4 x 10 "'

k z  5.2 x 10 - '
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Table 3-14

BALLISTIC PROPERTIES OF UNAGED AND AGED
PCDE ACTIVE PROPELLANT, NO. 73-05-245

Burning Rates at 21 0 C

Pressure

Sample 750 psi 1,000 psi 1,200 psi

Unaged, in./sec 0.379 0.448 0.511
0.373 0.456 0.503

Average 0.376 0.452 0.510

Aged 30 days at 300 C, in./sec 0.376 0.454 0.515
0.378 0.461 0.524

Average 0.377 0.458 0.520

Aged 60 days at 30(C, in./sec 0.353 0.457 0.494
0.352 0.445 0.498
0.352 0.443 0.496

Average 0. 352 0.448 0.496
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'.2.2.3 PCDE Propellants, Summary

The most noteworthy observation with the model and the ballistically
optimized PCDE propellants is a reversal of the aging effect after relatively
short storage periods at temperatures in excess of 300C. This effect is not
likely to be associated with a normal post-cure process; it seems to involve
a secondary chemical crosslink process involving some peculiarity of the
polymer's structure.

This secondary cross-link process seems to operate with a relatively
high activation energy to cause it to be insignificant at 300C but pronounced
at 40 to 50 0 C. The surveillance periods with either propellant were too
short to determine, however, whether this process continues for extended
time periods to produce a shelf-life limitation because of excessive hardening.

The model PCDE propellant survived 181 days aging at 500C, none of the
test specimens revealing cracks by X-ray after this aging period. The
ballistically optimized PCDE propellant, however, failed by cracking after
comparatively brief storage periods at both 30 and 400C. This is attributed
to a relatively high initial rate of gas generation occurring at a time where
the binder appears to soften to render the system highly sensitive to internal
gas pressure. The fact that gas generation rates level off after this initial
period suggests that instability is attributable to residual polymer structural
irregularities.

Both propellants afford bimodal distributions in the constant-load creep
failure test which is an indication that the systems are not uniform. The
data are not sufficient, however, to state whether this is attributable to
processing, or an inherent polymer or propellant property.

A more direct comparison between the two propellants is rendered
difficult by the fact that different polymer lots were used. A polymer lot-
to-lot difference, for example, could account for the observation that aging
of the model propellant has a grossly similar effect upon tensile properties
and constant-load creep failure behavior, while the two sets of data are at
odds with the ballistically optimized system. This, in turn, might be
attributed to lot-to-lot differences in polymer functionality that could trans-
late into significant differences in polymer network properties. It is note-
worthy in this regard that the polymer network strain capability of the AlH3/
TVOPA propellant, which uses a polymer of reasonably close controlled
functionality, is strain rate insensitive, while the polymer network strain
capability of the PCDE propellants is distinctly strain rate sensitive. It
suggests that entanglement of the nonlinear PCDE polymer plays an equal
or greater role than chemical crosslinking in providing stress capability.

If these interpretations are correct, then one is led to conclude that the
polymer used in the Aerojet propellant was deficient in quality relative to
the material used in the model propellant.

(The reverse is blank)
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 PCDE PROPELLANTS

This investigation has produced evidence that thermal stability problems
with PCDE propellants are attributable to impurities or structural iregu-
larities in the PCDE prepolymer, and that efforts to produce thermally
stable propellants must concentrate upon upgrading the quality of this pre-
• olymer. There further is e.idince for variability in prepolymer function-
ality that may have a significant effect upon propellant mechanical properties
and aging life.

Data produced under this program also confirm earlier observations
regarding a suspected nitrate ester plasticizer interference in the cure
process to cause the curative to be utilized ineffectively.

The model propellant data, and to a lesser extent the data produced
with the ballistically optimized PCDE propellant, furnish evidence for a
secondary cure or crosslink process. There is reason to suspect that this
process is peculiar to the structure of the PCDE polymer, and since it
could result in considerable and uncontrollable hardening of the propellant
further more detailed studies are clearly warranted.

4.2 METHODS DEVELOPMENT

With few, if any exception, propellant and motor development programs
aim to improve ballistic performance as a means to reduce system cost
while maintaining or increasing payload or range capability. There has been
large emphasis upon the evaluation of various means of increasing density
specific impulse, the controllable range of interior ballistic properties,

and efficiency in the manufacture of motors. There persist difficulties,
however, in arriving at realistic assessments of motor replacement require-
ments, and this difficulty can translate into large uncertainties in fore-
casting life cycle cost. It may have a particularly critical impact where in
order to reduce projected life cycle cost performance is increased possibly
at the e .pense of service life.

There particularly exists a need to establish test and analysis method-
ology to provide an early assessment of a new propellant's or motor's service
life capability while the system is under development, and to allow service
life capability to be placed on equal footing with ballistic performance in
establishing development objectives. The methods that have commonly been
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used generally provide such information after the fact so to be of limited
practical value. There equally remains a need to establish test and analysis
methodology that enables material, formulation and processing variables
that may affect service life to be better controlled during manufacture.

There has been a tendency for programs, contractors or agencies to
concentrate upon some specific aspect of the problem, or to rely heavily
upon some specific approach. It is to be realized that "service life" consti-
tutes a statistical concept that must incorporate and account for the mechani-
cal as well as chemical components of the problem, and there must be
better recognition of the distinction between a systems inherent service life
capability, under some defined temperature-load-time conditions, and an
inventory's actual service life under widely varying field conditions. There
exists technology today that, if properly implemented, can be used to assess
and control service life capability, while actual service life predictions for
inventories under field conditions may always remain difficult to accomplish.

This program tested an approach that constitutes a modification of
Aerojet's Cumulative Damage analysis concept, and that is based on Weibull
survival probability statistics. This approach, as originally formulated by
Halpin at the Air Force Mayerials Laboratory, appears to have considerable
merit for assessing, and ultimatly controlling, propellant service life
capability. The approach accounts for the statistical nature of the failure
process, and it provides a means to assess and forecast the effects of
chemical aging upon failure distributions. It accomplishes this by defining
the distribution of failures in terms that have physico-chemical significance,
tbereby providing a bridge for relating the statistical element to propellant
compositional and structural factors; it further relies upon well established
principles to allow test data extrapolation from laboratory to real time
conditions.

Though the results that were obtained in implementing this approach
with AIH3/TVOPA, PCDE and standard composite propellants, both unaged
and aged, were encouraging, they nevertheless revealed need for resolving
various difficulties in data analysis, interpretation and extrapolation.

There commoly is a tendency to implement a method that carries
promise in an effor't to produce practical results without having expended
the necessary effort to fully master the method. This produces unsatis-
factory results and disappointment, and it can lead to the premature
abandonment of what might have been a good and rational approach to a
major problem.

As stated earlier, the approach relied upon by LPC under this program
is not a new approach; it constitutes a modification, extension and combi-
nation of efforts and approaches pursued by other laboratories within industry
and government. The merit of the work done by LPC is considered to rest
with the demonstration that the various prior efforts are not in conflict or
competition, but that they constitute integral parts of a common approach,
and that this approach combining the chemical, mechanical, and statistical
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aspects merits further attention and support. The specific areas that, in
Lockheed Propulsion Company's assessment, now require further attention
are as follows:

The data that were obtained in implementing the Halpin survival probability
approach with a broad variety of composite propellants evidence that in all
cases the constant-load fatigue life (creep failure distribution) can be defined
by an expanded Weibull survival probability function

N(t)/No z alexp -(kit) n ' + ckzexp -(kzt) nz

where: k =
a aa

It implies that the constant-load fatigue life, under any given condition
with respect to temperature and load, can be defined by determining the
number distribution of specimens among two sub-populations (al, a2), and
the scale (ki, kz) and shape (n1 , nz) parameters for the sub-populations.
Experience further shows that with specific exceptions k, r-k2 as might be Iexpected. : :

To afford practical significance to the data, means must be provided to
extrapolate the test data from quick time test to real time motor conditions,
to account for chemical aging, and to account for cyclic loading.

Data extrapolation from quick-time test to real-time motor conditions is
accomplished, in principle, using the temperature-time shift factor, aT, and
the load-time shift factor, au. The numerical values for the temperature-
time shift factor can be derived from uniaxial tensile data relying upon the
WLF temperature-time superposition principle. There persist difficulties,
however in determining the numerical values for the load-time shift factor,
ac, the latter requiring knowledge of the values for the long term stress,
oy(m), and the exponent, rl, of Ferry's power law. The data that were obtained A
provide some evidence that the exponent, ri, may be a constant approaching
2.67, which, if found to be true, would simplify matters and reduce the
problem to determining the value for ao(a ).

Aerojet assumed that ryo(m) for propellants approaches zero. This may,
or may not be correct; LPC data in superimposing creep-failure data suggest
that ao(w)/ 0 if the system is adequately crosslinked. However, the LPC
evidence is based upon creep failure data obtained over a limited range of
loads only, and upon the kinetic analysis of constp t strain rate tensile data,
the tatter method requiring significant data extrapolation.

It appears necessary, therefore, to concentrate efforts upon establishing
better means for determining ao(m) as a function of propellant gel content or
effective crossink density. One may add, at this point, that non-Ilnearity a
in load-time superposition may be attributable to differences in the valucs
for the long term stress for the sub-populations.
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Chemical aging reflects in a change in the values for the scale para-
meters, k, and there is some evidence that the rate of change in the k-values
as a function of storage life at some temperature may be predicted using
chemical rate expressions that define the change in gel content as a function
of zero-time properties and aging time. More importantly, however, may
be the chemical aging induced changes in the shape parameters for the
sub-populat ions.

There is reason to assume that the shape parameters, n, constitute
composite quantities to reflect both internal stress fields and physical defect
size distribution, Judging from the available data any process that causes

physical damages appears to reflect in an increase in the value(s) for n.
These processes include mishandling (e.g. bending) of the test specimens,
internal gas generation to cause voids or cracks (AIH 3/TVOPA propellants),
and chemical aging possibly by impairing binder-AP bond integrity.

There does not as yet exist a basis for rationalizing the changes in n as

a function of aging time under given temperature-load-time histories, and

graphical data extrapolation presently constitutes the only means of fore-
casting beyond actual periods of observation. There is reason to expect, I
however, that the time-temperature-load dependent changes in n-values
are predetermined by propellant compositional factors (e.g. particle size I
and agglomerate size distributions), and dependent upon chemical events
(internal gassing, changes in gel content) that can be assessed independently.
What appears necessary here is an aging study using model propellants -*1
varying in solids loading and solids particle size distribution, zero--time
gel content and bonding agents.

It further may be argued-and there is rather limited experimental
evidence to support it-that all of the critical parameters (kj, nj, uo(co))
are interdependent, and that the chemical aging induced changes can all be
related to common causes, i. e. chemical aging induced changes in basic
physico-chemical properties. It is in this area where Kaelble's kinetic
analysis upon further elaboration and refinement is expected to contribute
significantly toward providing the scientific rationale for relating cause and
effect.

There exists the additional problem of quantifying the effects of cyclic
loading, and a review of Halpin's data as well as LPC data suggests that
this problem may not be as difficult as has frequently been assumed. Sub-
jecting a series or tensile specimens to a single load cycle has been shown
to inflict physical damage, and to result in the appearance of a sub-population
having a higher n value. Repetitive loading to levels above some critical
load, appears to reflect in the transfer of specimens into the sub-population
having a higher n-value. This transfer may be complete after a given
number of cycles to restore a uni-modal distribution with k = k' and n' >n,
where k' and n' represent the Weibull parameters of the system having
undergone cycling. It implies that upon cycling a propellant between constant

stress or strain levels, the system may initially be cycle sensitive but
become temperature-time-load sensitive after the cavitation process has
gone to completion.
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*. I

In conclusion, it appears that by combining the chemical aging oriented =
approach with Halpin's statistical cumulative damage approach, and by
further relying upon Kaelble's kinetic analysis, it will indeed be possible _

to provide a practical means of defining propellant-in-motor service life _

capability on the basis of quick-time laboratory test procedures. One may
further expect that related analysis and test methods can be standardized to
the point where "service life capability", as a propellant quality criterion,
can be placed on equal footing with other specifications relating to mechanical -
properties, ballistic properties and interior balliatic properties.

4
A
I

(The reverse is blank)
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Appendix A

I:

Propellant shelflife and motor service life constitute statistical concepts,
and methods that define these quantities in terms of projected failure dis-
tributions as a function of given time-temperature-stress-strain histories
must be relied upon.

This program evaluated two statistical approaches, namely Halpin's
approach based upon the analysis and interpretation of constant-load fatigue
(creep failure) test data, and Kaelble's approach based upon a more detailed
analysis of constant strain rate tensile data. The application of these
methods for determining the aging characteristics and resulting effects upon
either distribution of constant-stress time or constant strain rate failure
time of AI1H3/TVOPA and PCDE propellants was reviewed in Sections 3
and 4. This part of the report centers more upon the methods themselves
and problems that were encountered in applying them, with emphasis upon
Kaelble's analysis of constant strain rate tensile data.

A.1 GENERAL

Both methods are based upon the concep that rubbers or composites
contain a very large number of original defects, and that failure results if
one or more of these defects under the influence of an applied stress attain
a critical size. The distribution of failures under a given temperature-
stress regime thereby reflects the defect size distribution.

Halpin's definition of the cumulative distribution of failure fnction,
based upon the assumption of a linear crack growth rate, was reviewed in
Section 3, and elaborations can be found in the quoted references. The
results obtained in applying this method toward defining the service life
capability of propellants in the form of motor grai.is were summarized
in Section 4. The following summarizes specific observations made under
this program, and in applying the method with SRAM, TP-HIOl1 and
ANB-3066 polybutadiene based propellants.

A. 1.1 General Experience in applying Halpin's Cumulative Damage Approach

Various of the propellants studied afforded uni-modal distributions
with the freshly processed or cold-stored systems, but multi-modal
distributions as the propellans progressively aged. It implies that the
linear cumulative damage concept is not penerally applicable. It further
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implies that the effect of the chemical aging process upon the distribution
of failures cannot be defined by introduction of a chemical shift factor, ac,
as suggested by Halpin. Instead, the aging effect must be defined by
determining the chemical aging induced changes on the Weibull parameters
of each sub-population to produce predictions by graphic extrapolation.

With the exception of the ballistically optimized PCDE propellant, the
creep-failure data obtained at different loads could be superimposed using
Halpin's stress-time shift factor, a 0 , obtained from constant strain rate
data. However, in all cases data were available over a rather limited
range of applied loads only; this leaves uncertainty whether linearity is
retained in extrapolating to load levels approaching, or falling below, the

long term stress, co(co). Aerojet assumed that for most propellants o(c)
is equal to or approaches zero. This might be argued, for example, by
quoting the Zhurkov temperature-load equivalence which LPC has shown to
be valid 'or CTPB propellants using time-of-flight dynamic mass spectro-
meter methods. Nevertheless, this remains an argument that requires
further attention.

As suggested by Halpin, the rate parameter(s), k, appear to reflect a
polymer property, and data obtained with TP-H1011 propellant give some
indication that k is directly related to binder gel content. If further work
should confirm this, then tie rate of change of the scale parameter(s) k as
a function of temperature and time can be predicted using chemical rate
equations that define the change in gel content with aging. It was found that
with specific exceptions the k-values for sub-populations are identical
within experimental errors. Notable exceptions were the ballistically
optimized PCDE propellant, and a propellant that contained soft polymer
gel particles within an otherwise adequately cured polymer matrix. The
data further suggest that the rates of change of the scale parameter(s) k,
the binder network modulus Em 2 and the long term stress (5o(co) are inter-
related, all possibly being some function of binder gel content.

A more difficult problem exists in interpreting the physical-chemical
significance of the shape parameter(s), n. Halpin postulates that the shape
parameter, n, reflects the dimensionality of the defect growth process,
a uniaxial stress field to afford a shape parameters of n = 1.0, a t-i-axial
stress field to afford a shape parameter of n = 3. The dat; that were obtaijiod
under this and other programs suggest that n in fact is a composite figure
to reflect both internal stress fields and defect size distribution. Any process
that may be presumed to inflict physical damage appears to reflect in an
increase in the value(s) for n. These processes include gas void formation
(AIH 3/TVOPA propellants), break-up of AP agglomerates (composite pro-
pellants) and aging induced particle dewetting. There presently does nut
seem to exist a valid theoretical basis for predicting chemical aging induced
changes in the n-values, and an empirical extrapolation of data must
presently be resorted to (see Figures 4-10 and 4-11, Section 4). The
statistical significance of n rests with the definition of the shape of the failure
distribution curve; this can have sizeable practical consequences.

One may state in summary that the Halpin statistical cumulative damage
approach appears applicable with propellants, and that by using the expanded
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form of the Halpin survival distribution function to account for non-uniformity
one is provided with a means to account for chemical aging effects that
cause the system to be no longer amenable to analysis using linear cumulative
damage concepts. Halpin's approach offers the further advantage of relative
simplicity in implementing it in the laboratory, and in the analysis and
interpretation of the data.

A.1.2 General Experience In Applying Kaelble's Analysis Of Constant
Strain Rate Tensile Data

The uniaxial tensile test is used widely for the purpose of defining and
controlling propellant mechanical properties even though there is apprehension
regarding reliance upon these data in assessing propellant mechanical
response in motors. Kaelble, in developing his kinetic analysis concept,
assumed the attitude that the fault rests less with the test itself, hut a lack
of sophistication in the analysis and interpretation of the test data. The
results that were obtained under this and parallel programs at LPC, wherein
Kaelble's approach was applied with propellants, show that this attitude
has merit.

A step-by-step description of Kaelble kinetic a. alysis of constant strain
tensile data is given under Subsection A.Z. The following provides a general
summary of the test experience in applying this approach with AlH 3/TVOPA,
TVOFA, PBAN and CTPB propellants.

Kaelble's contention was that the constant strain rate tensile data
contain all information necessary to define constant-load creep failure dis-
tributions by equating the "Damage Function" B(f,t) with the Halpin survival
probability function. Experience in applying this analysis approach with
propellants indicates that this is not necessarily correct, possibly because
of solid filler effects. Propellants constitute very weakly crosslinked visco-
elastic systems with much of the stress capability being provided by the filler
reenforcing action. This reenforcing action, in turn, is dependent upon the
quality of the binder-filler bond, and it is a well established fact that the
mechanizm of bond failure is highly strain- or peel-rate sensitive. High
strain- or peel rates may cause cohesive failure within the polymer phase,

while low peel rates may cause adhesive failure. As a result, and unless
the binder-filler bond is quite poor, the constant strain rate data may be
somewhat more indicative of binder properties, while the constant-load
creep failure test data may be more indicative of the properties of the
composite. This seems compatible with the observation that the Kaelble
analysis affords k-values that are in reasonable agreement with the results
of the Halpin analyses, while there exist large discrepancies in the values
for the shape parameter(s), n. This, in turn, could be a consequence of
the analysis methods that were used, and that ignored the cavitation process
to equate the Halpin survival probability function strictly with the Damage
Function of the defect growth process. It is conceivable, therefore, that
further refinements in the data analysis and treatment might overcome this
shortcoming. In its present state ot development, however, Kaelble's

kinetic analysis, as applied to propellant uniaxial tersile data, cannot be
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used to define constant-load failure distributions because of inability to
p-roduce the correct values for the shape parameters, and inability to
cistinguish between sub-populations.

This does not detract from the method's merits as a diagnostic tool,
and as an expedient to derive the parameters of the temperature-time and
stress-tlme shift factors.

The kinetic analysis provid a means to analytically isolate the
cavitation and the defect growth processes, and data produced with HTPB
propellants show that this distinction can be of considerable interest in
evaluating bonding agents and associated chemical aging effects. Analytical
isolation of the defect growth process further enables polymer network pro-
perti. s to be defined. This provides a means to determine whether an
aging induce(. change in mechanical properties is attributable to a change
in bulk binder proerties, or att!-butable to changes within the binder-filler
boundary layers.

In iew of the above Kaelble's kinetic analysis of propellant constant
strain rate tensile data may be viewed to be a complimentary analysis
method, but not a substitute for the Halpin method.

A.2 KINETIC ANALYSL OF CONSTANT STRAIN RATE TENSILE DATA

If a viscoelastic material is subjected to a constant strain rate tensile,
and if the data are plotted in terms of AZ(A = + 1) versus f/a, then a data
plot as schematized in Figure A-i is obtained. On the application of strain,
dteformation of propellant occurs described by the modulus Em 1 and
ultimate extensibility \mj. This is followed by stress relaxation due to
cavitation dencribed by the damage function B( ,t). After cavitation has
ceased, orientation of the binder network occurs described by the network
modulus EM, and the ultimate extensibility Arr• Eventually, the defects
or cra ks toat to grow. This process is described by the damage function
B,((, t). The final result )f crack growth is fracture of the test specimen.

In mob- cular theory, nonlinear viscoelasticity is described by the
approximate corstitutive equietion A-1. Treloar has shown that largc
diformat ion of rubbers can ., adeqlatcly described by taking the inverse
Langevin function for the stri in fun, tion

o fUf) (*) (A-l)

[- i. K.tibl, ht taken the following simple, function which is i very good
;tIproxiIII.AtI0a o to IIIV invt, rmv langevin fur,' tIon. The ultimnate extensibility,

k i" if dI Iv n t t lY

Q, T- (A-2)
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related to the number average bonds between effective crosslinks. By
substituting equation A-2 into A-I, the constitutive equation (A-3) for an
elastomer is obtained.

Em(t)
Cr z(A-3)

If an elastomer sustains damage, the stress response falls below that
predicted by Equation A-3 (Figure A-2), and Kaelble accounts for this
d-viation from ideal behavior by introducing a "Damage Function", B(, t),
(Equation A-4):

Era(t)
r B(t) (A-4)

Kaelble, upon applying this analysi concept with Kraton block-polymers,
showed that this damage function, as defined by rearranging Equation A-4- (o

A(/,I kt )n

B(f,t) (A = exp a __A5)

can be equated with Halpin's survival probability funcfinr, (Equation A-5).

LPC, in implementing this approach with propelai.t erred the
following:

(a) With unaged propellants failure commonl) is obsei - ..L t, r,
via a two step process, namely a cavitation step foLlowe, -
crack growth or tear process, and analysis of th,. dat g, L
affords two damage functions (Figure A-1):

* Cavitation Step

Damage Function BI(f,t) =- Pt
In I

where: AX is the ultimate extensibility of the systein

in the absence of cavitation or tear

processes

E is the composite modulus prior to the
m1  occurrence of cavitation or tear darn.: ges

0 cr is the critical stress fur the cavitation step,
i.e. the stress level at which the bystem
starts to deviate from ideal behavior

fill~
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0 Crack Growth Step

Damage Function = B(E, t) M2

irn2

where A is the ultimate extensibility of the bindermr network in the absence of tear damages

E M is the binder network modulus, again,
ignoring tear damages

a crZ  is the critical stress for the crack growthor Lcar process, i.e. the stress level at

which the systems start to deviate from
ideal behavior (BZ -1.0)

The values for acr are temperature and strain rate sensitive, and
by analyzing test data obtained over a broad range of temperatures
and strain rates, the normalized value for the long term stress,
co(m), is obtained by graphic extrapolation.

(b) In attempting to equate Kaelble's damage function, B(E, t), with
Halpin's survival probability function in accordance with Equation
A-5, reasonable agreement was obtained with regard to the k-values
using the damage function for the crack growth step (B2 (e, t)); this
is compatible with Halpin's original concept, namely that the scale
parameter, k, represents the linear crack growth rate constant.
On the other hand, Kaelble's kinetic analysis of the constant strain
rate tensile data commonly yielded values approaching 1.0 for the
shal . parameters, n, even with systems where the constant-load
creep failure tests afforded significantly higher values. The
Kaelble analysis, moreover, is not applicable to determining the
survival probability function of systems affording multi-modal
failure distributions.

(c) With propellants that have undergone chemical aging, the cavitation
step (Figure A-i) may no longer be identifiable,

In view of this general experience the following conclusions appear
warranted.

(1) Kaelble's kinetic analysis of constant strain rate tensile data cannot
be relied upon to define propellant constant-load creep failure
behavior in terms of the Halpin survival probability function.

(2) The kinetic analysis nevertheless provides valuable information by
rationalizing propellant mechanical behavior In physico-chemical
terms thAt can be related with propellant composition and structure
It thereby enhances the value to be derived from the commonly
performed tensile tests.
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